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MINISTER THOMAS
FOREWORD
I am pleased to present the report of the Citrus Traceability Pilot
– a partnership between Agriculture Victoria and Citrus Australia.
Victoria’s export success in international markets relies on its ability
to assure customers that its foods are premium, safe, and genuine.
The citrus industry is a key contributor to Victoria’s exports, with a
2019-20 export value of $177 million and 118,000 tonnes.
This program showcased new traceability technology for citrus exports.
It demonstrated how Victorian growers can adopt new technology to
provide confidence to consumers about the origin of produce and
better capitalise on our reputation as a quality producer.
The program traced over 400,000 kilograms of fruit from Mildura
orchards to its entry into export markets, where it was scanned at
over 50 retail and wholesale locations by overseas consumers.
In 2019–20, Victorian food and fibre exports were valued at $14.5 billion,
with horticulture contributing $1.6 billion, making the sector a vital
part of the state’s economy. Victoria’s exports are vital to the growth
of our regional and rural communities, with the food and fibre sector
generating 200,000 jobs in production and manufacturing.
The Victorian Government invested $200,000 in the Citrus Traceability
Pilot as part of the wider Growing Food and Fibre Markets program,
which aims to grow Victoria’s food and fibre exports to $20 billion by
2030. This is in addition to our government’s continued and targeted
focus on research and innovation, and our record investment into
Victorian biosecurity to keep our agriculture industry protected from
pests and diseases.
Congratulations to all pilot participants for their hard work and
innovation and significant contribution to improving Victoria’s
traceability capability.
Mary-Anne Thomas
Minister for Agriculture
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CEO OF CITRUS
AUSTRALIA FOREWORD
Citrus Australia’s decision to engage with Agriculture Victoria in this
traceability pilot program for horticulture supply chains was borne
out of necessity.
The scope and audacity of IP theft costs individual citrus businesses
and the wider citrus industry millions of dollars every year. As our
export sector grows, so does the risk to our industry’s reputation if
Australian brands are copied and associated with inferior products.
The Australian citrus industry has grown to over 27,000 hectares and
contributes over $850 million to the national economy through farm
gate sales. In 2019 the industry achieved new export records of 304,000
tonnes of high quality citrus at a value of A$541 million, with Victorian
businesses contributing 104,000 tonnes at a value of $160 million.
As an industry, we rely on our quality and safety of the product.
International customers are vital to the future success of the industry.
Our reputation is everything; as important as the sweet, juicy
fruit that has enabled our growers to expand our export markets.
We have a premium product in our export markets and we need
to be able to prove to our end supplier the origin of our product.
To do this effectively, we need to think outside the square, utilising
the world’s best technology to remain one step ahead. This project
will help secure existing and future market access and protect our
reputation of growing the world’s best fruit.
We want to establish a framework for industry to adopt so as to
avoid multiple ‘solutions’ that don’t meet national and international
standards. Industry should be able to adopt the framework and
supplement of whichever service provider they wish to engage.
We saw an opportunity to be involved in a project that collected
data from the grower’s tree to the consumer’s trolley and multiple
points in between; we want industry to have control of the data
and share with their stakeholders as they see fit and become
comfortable using a digital platform for information exchange.
We are proud to have played a key role in this project – one that
highlights both the innovation utilised in the agriculture sector
and the exciting future our industry has.
Nathan Hancock
CEO, Citrus Australia
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INTRODUCTION
Globally, developments in food trade are placing increasing emphasis
on product provenance that is underpinned by traceability systems
providing supply chain transparency. The success of the food and fibre
sector in international markets rests on being able to assure consumers
that its products are clean, safe and authentic
Strengthened traceability systems for Victorian agriculture will
improve our ability to respond to biosecurity and food safety incidents
and further underpin our competitiveness in international markets.
International governments and consumers are increasingly concerned
about food safety and the claims made about the food and fibre
imported into their countries. Strengthened traceability systems
for Victorian agriculture will ensure that Victoria is able to provide
assurance about the attributes and quality of its produce now, and
into the future.
The Victorian government has committed $8 million over three years
for the Growing Food and Fibre Markets (GFFM) program. The program
is aimed at helping producers, industry and the whole supply chain to:
• better capture export market opportunities
• strengthen biosecurity and food safety capability, focusing
on product assurance and integrity systems
• expand Victoria’s global agri-food trade footprint
• build upon our reputation as an exporter of premium quality
food and fibre products.
It has four Key Themes:
• Growing exports
• Enhancing Traceability
• Strengthening Market Access
• Next generation market access technology
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INTRODUCTION CONT.
Citrus is one of Victoria’s key export horticulture products. Continuous
innovation in citrus production has led to new export records in recent
years and there is a drive to build and protect this industry so that it
remains a leading competitor within international markets.
In partnership with Citrus Australia, an opportunity for enhanced
traceability in the fruit supply chain from grower to consumer was
identified. The aims were to strengthen the ability to validate the
provenance of Australian citrus fruit, protect against food fraud,
secure market access and perform rapid, accurate food recalls.
Citrus Australia engaged technology providers Laava to provide
digital fingerprint labelling – a more secure digital form of product
identification – and Trust Provenance to provide blockchain technology
so that multiple data points across the supply chain could be linked into
one platform in real time. These technologies demonstrated traceability
in horticultural businesses during a real time environment – from
using unique codes for the fruit through to tracking them in the export
marketplace.
Through the Citrus Traceability Pilot, Agriculture Victoria and Citrus
Australia have achieved innovative traceability solutions and generated
this report to showcase traceability opportunities to all Australian
horticulture industries.
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PILOT PARTICIPANTS
Agriculture Victoria
Agriculture Victoria is a state government organisation and works in
partnership with farmers, industries, communities and other government
agencies to grow and secure agriculture in Victoria. Victoria is Australia’s
largest producer of food and fibre products, and these make up over
half of Victoria’s total product exports.
Agriculture Victoria provided $200,000 of funding for the pilot from
its Growing Food and Fibre Markets (GFFM) program. The GFFM
program is an $8 million program with four key themes; growing exports,
broadening traceability, strengthening market access and developing
next generation market access technology. The overall GFFM program
aim is to grow Victoria’s food and fibre exports to $20 billion by 2030.
Key Pilot Personnel: Caroline Barrett - Program Manager for Traceability

Citrus Australia
Citrus Australia is the prescribed national peak industry body for
citrus growers. It is a not for profit company limited by guarantee with
a skills-based board. Based in Mildura, Victoria, the reach of the
company’s networks expands to all corners of the country and into
the international citrus community including researchers, traders and
growers in significant production areas around the globe.
Key Pilot Personnel: Nathan Hancock – CEO
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Mildura Fruit Company
Mildura Fruit Company (MFC) began operation over 100 years ago
as the Mildura Co-operative Fruit Company. Since then they have
grown to become Australia’s largest packer and exporter of fresh citrus.
Decades of growing, packing and marketing experience have equipped
them to be leaders in packing and marketing to the world. Their worldclass packing facility is able to pack approximately 3000 cartons per
hour. MFC have invested heavily in grower services, providing timely
world leading information to their grower base to enhance the quality
of fruit.
MFC packs and markets a large range of citrus varieties from more
than 140 growers in the horticultural regions of Sunraysia, Riverland
and Riverina to destinations around the world.
MFC has built a reputation for high quality in export markets, especially
in China. MFC is the sole licensee of the Sunkist brand from Australia
into the Asia Pacific region. Maintaining B2B and B2C customer
confidence is crucial. Brand fraud and food safety issues were the
motivation for MFC’s involvement in the fruit traceability project.
Key Pilot Personnel: Perry Hill – General Manager, Marcus Scott
– Sales & Marketing Manager, Stuart Monger – Finance Manager

Nu Leaf IP
Nu Leaf IP PTY LTD was established in 2010 to manage the University
of California plant variety rights in Australia and New Zealand. Nu Leaf
IP holds the plant breeders’ rights to a range of tree crops in Australia
including the late season mandarin varieties Gold Nugget and Tangold®
commonly referred to as Tango in the industry.
Matthew Cottrell and his family were instrumental in the formation of
Nu Leaf IP and Matthew continues to manage the business whilst also
growing citrus on his family’s orchard in Mildura.
Tangold® and the Cara Cara Navel grown on the Cottrell family operated
farms presented opportunities for the traceability pilot to work with
citrus varieties of high value. Matthew is interested in traceability along
the value chain, providing assurance to growers of Tangold® that the
inherent value in the exclusivity of the variety is maintained.
Key Pilot Personnel: Matthew Cottrell – General Manager
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Laava ID
Laava ID Pty Ltd (“Laava”) is an Australian start-up founded in 2017.
Laava has developed the Laava Smart Fingerprint® label, a unique
identifier that is secure, engaging and effective against counterfeits.
Laava is focused on becoming a global, trusted and indispensable
front-end platform to partners developing solutions requiring trusted
identifiers. These may involve supply chain, blockchain, traceability,
marketing, packaging, logistics, document integrity, or identity solutions.
Laava collaborated with the CSIRO/Data61 and was the recipient of
AustCyber’s largest grant in 2018. The Laava Smart Fingerprint was
showcased at the 57th Annual Export Awards.
Laava has a team of 12 Australian-based staff including in-house
engineering, user experience, product design and commercial
capabilities.
Key Pilot Personnel: Gavin Ger – Joint CEO

Trust Provenance
T-Provenance Pty Ltd (“Trust Provenance” or “TP”) is an Australian
start-up founded in 2017.
TP have developed a traceability, data integrity and information
authenticity software system, designed to secure datapoints of
produce as it moves through the supply chain, at the same time as
providing all the datapoints on the one platform, and securing each
datapoint utilising the emerging distributed ledger (blockchain) platform.
TP’s first commercial project has been with Australia leading mango
producer “Manbulloo mangoes”, who supply Coles supermarkets.
TP software has been developed with expertise from CSIRO/Data61
and the University of Adelaide.
TP’s core skills sets include software development, user-Interface
and user-experience, cloud computing, distributed ledger/blockchain,
data privacy and protection, and software scaling.
Key Pilot Personnel: Andrew Grant – CEO
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THE AUSTRALIAN CITRUS
INDUSTRY IN 2020
Citrus Industry Value
The Australian citrus industry contributes over $850 Million to the
national economy through farm gate sales. In 2019 the industry
achieved new export records of 304,000 tonnes at a value of A$541
Million, with Victorian businesses contributing 104,000 tonnes at a
value of $160 Million. The industry is in a buoyant phase and relies
heavily on open access to overseas markets to maintain its
upward trajectory.

Export Markets
Australian citrus is exported to a variety of markets, mainly within the
Asia Pacific region. China (mainland, Hong Kong and Taipei combined)
is the largest market, receiving 122,000 tonnes during 2019.
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Australian Citrus Production Regions
Today, over 27,000 hectares of citrus are planted on 1300 orchards.
The major production regions are in the Riverland, South Australia;
Murray Valley, Victoria and New South Wales; Riverina, New South Wales
and the Central Burnett region in Queensland. There are also additional
plantings throughout Western Australia, inland and coastal New
South Wales, regions in Queensland, as well as smaller plantings in the
Northern Territory.
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Australian Citrus Fruit
Australia’s diverse climate is ideal to produce a large range of quality,
sweet and juicy citrus. In the southern growing regions, hot, dry summers
and cool winter rains encourage excellent orange fruit growth and
exceptional colour. In contrast, the combination of summer heat and
humidity, and dry winters in the northern growing regions of the country
are ideal for producing superior mandarins.

The Murray Valley
Businesses participating in the Citrus Traceability Pilot were based
in the Murray Valley.
The Murray Valley growing region (encompassing north west Victoria
and south west NSW) is the second largest growing district in Australia.
In 2019, 62% of plantings were navels (predominantly Late Lane,
Washington and Leng). The region also has significant plantings
of Valencia oranges and Imperial and Afourer mandarins.

Pilot Fruit Varieties
Cara Cara oranges and the mandarin Tang Gold® were chosen
for the trial as examples of high value varieties.
Cara Cara oranges are early-to-mid season medium-sized navel
oranges with desirable features; they are red-fleshed, sweet
and seedless.
Tang Gold® (Tango) mandarins are late season mandarins, also
with desirable features; they are an intense orange colour, easy
to peel, have a high juice content and are seedless.
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DRIVERS FOR
TRACEABILITY PILOT
PARTICIPATION
Government
Globally, consumers are demanding more information on where their
food and fibre comes from. Traceability helps in managing biosecurity
and food safety risks, and can provide assurances to consumers about
how and where their food is produced. In the same way that consumers
want more information about where their food has come from, growers
want more information about where their food is going. Growers invest
time and money into developing premium varieties and traceability can
help protect that investment.
Improved traceability provides export assurance to trading partners
and allows targeted intervention where incidents occur in the export
pathway. Strengthened traceability systems for Victorian agriculture
can improve our ability to respond to biosecurity and food safety
incidents and further underpin our competitiveness in international
markets.
To demonstrate the benefits of traceability, Agriculture Victoria
partnered with Citrus Australia to trial traceability technologies
along the citrus supply chain from tree to table.

Industry
The citrus industry is keen to continue to build on its export success
from recent years and appreciates that international customers are
vital to the future success of the industry. Representatives from across
the supply chain have explained their drive for participation in the pilot
in their own words:
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Peak Industry Body
“The citrus industry is about 26 thousand hectares. We annually
produce over 750,000 tonnes of citrus. Last year we eclipsed the $500
million mark in exports which was really important. Out of the Victoria
region we exported $160 million worth of citrus and 10,4000 tonnes.
 itrus Australia has partnered with Agriculture Victoria to bring a
C
number of businesses into the project. They include growers and
packers in the supply chain but also some innovative technologies.
The citrus industry relies on its quality and the safety of the product
that we produce here in Australia. We have a premium product in
our export markets and we need to be able to prove to our end
supplierthe origin of our product.”
Nathan Hancock – CEO, Citrus Australia

Grower
“By using the digital fingerprint labelling on our packaging and
blockchain, it will help us to protect our brands, and also will allow
the customer to directly access proof of origin and also the features
of our fruit. For consumers, it also helps give confidence that they
are buying a premium variety with the features that they desire.
Traceability is important to our business. It helps us to manage
our varieties, ensuring only genuine products end up in the brands.
Growers spend a lot of money investing in these premium varieties
and traceability helps protect that investment.”
Matthew Cottrell – General Manager, Nu Leaf IP

Packing House
“We source fruit from about 140 growers in the Murray Valley region
of southern Australia and we ship around the world. About 75-85%
of our fruit is shipped offshore to about 30 countries. In a typical
season we will pack about 90 million kilos of fruit. It’s very important
to understand where that fruit comes from and where it goes.
 s part the trial to supplement our existing systems we are applying
A
a digital fingerprint to various packed items so we can then link it
into our system and track that through to the end consumer.
 ur customers like a good tasting piece of fruit, premium quality, and
O
they also like it to be safe. The true benefits hopefully are shown when
this fruit arrives overseas. Certainly, this technology will enable us to
satisfy our customers that product they are receiving is coming from
a reliable source.”
Perry Hill – General Manager, Mildura Fruit Company
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TECHNOLOGIES
Consumers are increasingly demanding information about the origin
of their food and proof of its safety. They want instant access to that
information, in real time. Supply chain businesses want integrated and
trusted systems in place to service the demands of their customers.
In export markets there are many international businesses competing
for shelf space in-store. In recent years, major producers and retailers
around the world have begun implementing sophisticated traceability
systems across a wide range of products to secure a competitive lead
for their food sales.
Trust Provenance and Laava are well positioned to support food
industries in their implementation of traceability solutions.
Trust Provenance provides cybersecurity and distributed ledger
technology (aka blockchain) with a core application in supply chain
data point integrity. By enabling the real time flow of accessible data
through secure supply chain systems, product freshness and quality
can be optimized and consumers can be confident in the source of
their food.
Laava provides a unique labelling technology – the Laava Smart
Fingerprint™. Each label is unique and secure and can be scanned
by consumers on any smartphone, delivering instant product
authentication. Laava can be integrated with blockchain systems,
providing end to end supply chain traceability.
Previous horticulture traceability projects by these providers have
included Manbulloo mangoes (Trust Provenance) and Reid Fruits
cherries (Laava).
Tive trackers were also used within the trial to monitor fruit location
and temperature within containers departing from Australia to
overseas markets.
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TRACEABILITY
TECHNOLOGIES
Laava Smart Fingerprints™

“Laava has invented the Laava Smart Fingerprint which is a unique
serialized identifier that goes on products. Laava allows consumers
to authenticate the products that they buy, to learn more about their
products and to engage deeper with the brands that made them.
Consumers can just simply use any smartphone, there is no app for
them to download; they simply scan the label.”
Gavin Ger – Joint-CEO, Laava

Scan it now
Using your smartphone browser
visit scan.laava.id and scan this
Fingerprint
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Laava Smart Fingerprints™

• Each Laava Smart Fingerprint on every label is unique.
• This therefore avoids food fraud through label duplication.
• Laava controls the number of acceptable scans per label e.g. 10 scans.
• Excessive scans per label will trigger a warning message to the
consumer that the product may not be genuine.
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Trust Provenance Blockchain
Food Traceability Software
Trust Provenance have co-developed a product traceability software
solution that allows multiple datapoints on a product to be linked into
one data platform.
The software secures all data-points along the paddock-to-plate journey
and makes this information available in real-time.
Trust Provenance capture the data-point in real-time by integrating
each software system along the supply chain, storing data on the
“distributed ledger” (aka blockchain) and presenting the information in
a digital dashboard format in chronological order. This allows producers,
packers, processors, retailers and consumers to instantly and securely
see information about what they are managing, buying or eating.

“The benefits of blockchain in traceability is that any data point that
is stored on the blockchain cannot be changed. By having a blockchain
based traceability system and bringing all these data sets together
to the one platform enables a number of businesses efficiencies; so
whether it be product control, product recall, product safety, product
positioning, engagement with the consumer and ultimately managing
your supply chain more efficiently. Ultimately that brings a fresher
product and a better quality product through to the consumer.”
Andrew Grant – CEO, Trust Provenance
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Tive Trackers
Tive cellular trackers and a cloud-based software platform enable
real-time visibility into shipment location and condition, from end to end.
These low-power multi-sensor trackers use global cellular connectivity
and on-board sensors to provide real-time monitoring of shipments.
Tive Solo™ 5G trackers were used within the trial.
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THE PILOT ON A PAGE
The pilot ran from March – September 2020 to include set up time and
use of blockchain technology and digital fingerprint labelling during the
citrus harvest period.
Key activities:
1. Integration of blockchain with a minimum of three key businesses
within the end-to-end supply chain from grower to end consumer
in a key export country:
-

Mildura Fruit Company

-

Nu Leaf IP

- Tive data loggers
2. Integration of blockchain with digital fingerprinting labelling system.
3. Delivery of a digital fingerprinting label design.
4. Delivery of a smartphone scan results page design.
5. Labelling of standard saleable units of fruit.
6. Achievement of a rapid and accurate label scan by supply chain
participants, including consumers, to access authentication of
provenance.
7. Assessment of scanning engagement levels.
8. Participation in a communications program to share traceability
information and the pilot program with industry and government.
9. Completion of a Cost Benefit Analysis.
10. Completion of this report to share with all horticulture sectors
as a template for a traceability program.
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KEY ACTIVITY 1
Integration of blockchain with a minimum of three key
businesses within the end-to-end supply chain
Integration was achieved with three businesses: Mildura Fruit Company
(MFC), Nu Leaf IP and Tive data loggers. The information below provides
an outline of the processes undertaken and data collected.

Mildura Fruit Company (MFC): Packing House
1 Labelling Process
• Labels were printed and supplied in rolls to the MFC packing location.
• MFC loaded rolls into machines in order. e.g. roll 1 first (01), then roll 2
(02) and so on.
• The roll number appeared on the roll packaging and also on the
individual labels.
• MFC recorded sequence ranges against pallets daily (e.g. 01 – 000001
to 02 – 006700 where 01 = roll number and 000001 = Laava label
number within roll), whereby Laava cross-referenced the label number
with the unique Laava ID and corresponding Laava digital fingerprint.
• MFC supplied sequence range data on pallets weekly.
2. Provisioning of Pallet Data
• Weekly pallet data was provided from MFC to Trust Provenance
and Laava.
• Trust Provenance Data Import
-

Pallet Number

-

Quantity

-

Pack Date

-

Container Load Date

-

Sail Date

-

Vessel Arrival Date

-

Exporter

-

Variety

-

Logistics Provider

-

Departure Port

-

Destination Port

-

Country

-

Vessel

3. Laava Data Import
• Data was collected by Laava and processed. New data in the Laava
system was detected and processed by Trust Provenance.
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4. Laava to Trust Provenance Data Import
• New data generated as per above was detected automatically by
Trust Provenance every minute, via the Laava–Trust Provenance API
integration.
• Data collected and stored in Trust Provenance included
- All new cartons and prepacks with associated Laava IDs
- All new or updated assignments of cartons/prepacks to specific
pallet numbers
- This new data was processed within five minutes and added
to the Trust Provenance database
5. Dashboard and MFC Datapoint Blockchain Registration
• All datapoints (new and updated) received by Trust Provenance had a
blockchain hash computed and assigned upon receiving, which was
displayed against each corresponding event in Trust Provenance
• All received MFC datapoints (new and updated) were assigned a Trust
Provenance Ledger Record and registered on the Trust Provenance
Blockchain within five minutes, resulting in a blockchain signature.
6. Sample Data
Columns A-H:

Pallet #

Laava
Sequence ID

MF0001

Example

Exporter

Variety

Pack Date

Pack Type

Quantity

Container
Load Date

Mildura Fruit
Company

Cara Cara

01-July-20

Prepack

350

05-July-20

Columns I-P:
Logistics
Provider

Vessel

Departure
Port

Sail Date

Vessel Name

Destination
Port

Country

Vessel
Arrival Date

Example

Example

Melbourne

07-July-20

Example

Example

Example

28-July-20

7. Trust Provenance User Dashboard
• The users were able to access the dashboard, enter a unique code on
the fruit and pull up the journey information, including the blockchain
hash against each datapoint collected and notarised against the
blockchain.
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Nu Leaf IP: Citrus Grower and Plant Breeder Rights Owner
1. On-Farm Harvest Bin Barcode Scan and Trace
• A mobile phone app was developed with barcode scanning
functionality
• The app allowed the harvest bin collection team to scan the harvest
bin with their mobile phone at the point of collection.
• The app captured the following information:
-

Harvest bin barcode and number

-

GPS coordinates of where the bin was collected in the orchard

- Time of scan
2. Provisioning of Harvest Bin Data
• Once the harvest bin data barcode was collected, the information on
each bin could be provided by MFC via a data export, from the MFC
system to Trust Provenance
• The data exported from MFC to Trust Provenance included:
-

Harvest bin number

-

Pickup date

-

Upload date

-

Bin weight

-

Run date

-

Move ID

-

Pack ID

-

Variety

- Truck docket
-

Grower

• This data could be updated as the fruit progresses through the
packshed, and ultimately could link the harvest bin date with details
such as end destination.
3. Combined Data
• The provisioned data from MFC and the data from the on-farm app,
provided details on each bin, including where exactly in the orchard
the bin was collected from.
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4.	Dashboard and Harvest Bin Datapoint Blockchain Registration
• All datapoints (new and updated) received by Trust Provenance had a
blockchain hash, computed and assigned upon receiving, which was
displayed against each corresponding event in Trust Provenance.
• All harvest bin datapoints (new and updated) were assigned a Trust
Provenance Ledger Record and registered on the Trust Provenance
Blockchain within five minutes, resulting in a blockchain signature.
• The Trust Provenance dashboard allowed the user to search on
the harvest bin barcode and the system would retrieve and list all
information on the specific harvest bin, including the blockchain
hash against each datapoint collected and notarised against the
blockchain.

Trust Provenance Harvest Bin Lookup screen
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Tive Tracker (GPS and temperature)
and MFC Pallet Card Link
The Tive Solo™ 5G tracker was used within the trial to monitor fruit location
and temperature within containers departing from Mildura Fruit Company
for export to overseas markets.
1. Tive activation and Pallet Card link

A mobile phone app was developed which allowed the user to:
• Capture the barcode from a Tive tracker
• Capture the barcode from an MFC pallet card
• The user put the Tive tracker onto the pallet and pressed the start
button on the Tive tracker. They then captured an image of the
barcode on the Tive tracker and the barcode on the MFC pallet card.
• The system linked the two data points.
2. Provisioning Data from Tive and MFC
• A link was created between Trust Provenance and Tive, allowing
datapoints to be received from Tive into Trust Provenance, where
they were hashed on the blockchain.
• MFC provided a data export with the pallet identities and subsequent
pallet data, which was secured against the Tive data tracker.
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3. Dashboard and Tive Datapoint Blockchain Registration
• All Tive Tracker datapoints (new and updated) received by Trust
Provenance had a blockchain hash computed and assigned upon
receiving, which was displayed against each corresponding event
in Trust Provenance.
• All Tive Tracker datapoints (new and updated) were assigned a Trust
Provenance Ledger Record and registered on the Trust Provenance
Blockchain within five minutes, resulting in a blockchain signature.
Data recorded include:
• Record time
• Blockchain reference
• Tive core data
• Time of data receival
• Date of data receival
• Location (street address)
• Location: GPS coordinates
• Temperature
• Humidity
Trust Provenance and Tive Tracker GPS location screen
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Trust Provenance and Tive Tracker screen showing temperature
monitoring through the fruit export journey
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KEY ACTIVITY 2
Integration of blockchain Integration of blockchain
with digital fingerprinting labelling system.
Integration was achieved between Trust Provenance blockchain
and Laava digital fingerprint labelling.

Trust Provenance API for Laava
• An API was provided by Trust Provenance to Laava for retrieval of
available data on a given Laava ID during the Laava ID scanning
process. This returned the matching carton / prepack data as listed
in Key Activity 1, section 2 above.
• API access was via encrypted HTTPS connection to a provided
GraphQL endpoint URL
• Authentication was performed with HTTP Basic authentication
using provided credentials (API key)
• GraphQL Playground was available, and could be enabled for
interactive testing of GraphQL queries and browsing of in-built
documentation.
• For details on GraphQL Playground, see https://www.apollographql.
com/docs/apollo-server/testing/graphql-playground/

Laava API for Trust Provenance
• An API was provided by Laava for Trust Provenance retrieval of carton
/prepack data made available by Laava, including records of newly
added cartons / prepacks by Laava ID, and assignments of cartons
/prepacks to pallet IDs.
• Progressive updates on Laava Fingerprints and their metadata were
retrieved, optionally filtered by collection.
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KEY ACTIVITY 3
Delivery of a digital fingerprinting label design
To minimize disruption, all features of the new label design were created
within the pre-existing label limits. The standard Mildura Fruit Company
information was re-positioned to the left of the label, and the Laava
information was inserted on the right side.

Labels attached to 1kg pack (Mesh Bag Prepack)
Pre-existing standard label
information
(repositioned to left of label)

New Laava information
(added on right of label)

WeChat Label

Laava Label
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WeChat Label

Laava Label

WeChat users require an
additional step. First, they
must scan the WeChat label
to navigate to the Laava
scanner, before scanning
the Laava label.

Consumers can simply use
any smart phone to scan
the Laava digital fingerprint;
there is no app for them
to download.

CITRUS TRACEABILITY PILOT

Labels attached to 1kg pack (Mesh Bag Prepack)
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Label Design for 9kg box
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KEY ACTIVITY 4
Delivery of smartphone scan results page design
After the Laava label is scanned with a smartphone, the information
shown below appears on screen. The user can scroll through the screen
displays. Information appears in the local language of the export market.

Authentication:
• This informs the consumer that the product is genuine.
• If the Laava label has been subject to food fraud duplication,
then an alternative message will be displayed.
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Key Activity 4: Delivery of smartphone scan results page design cont.
After the Laava label is scanned with a smartphone, the information
shown below appears on screen. The user can scroll through the screen
displays. Information appears in the local language of the export market.

Journey:
• This informs the user of pathway of the fruit from
production to purchase.
• This information is generated by the Trust Provenance
blockchain data inputs throughout the supply chain
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Story
• The consumer can
connect with the story
of the fruit and where
it was grown.

Promotions
• The consumer can
connect with recipes and
promotional information.
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KEY ACTIVITY 5
Labelling of standard saleable units
Cara Cara oranges and the mandarin Tang Gold® were chosen for the
trial as examples of high value varieties.
1kg prepack mesh bags and 9kg cardboard carton boxes were
chosen as the saleable units for labelling. Within export market
countries:
• 1kg prepacks were sold in retail stores directly to consumers.
These enabled direct consumer scanning of the labels and interaction
with the authentication, blockchain journey and product information.
In total 205,450 x 1kg prepacks were labelled.
• 9kg cartons were sold through wholesale markets. These enabled
wholesaler scanning of the labels and interaction with the
authentication, blockchain journey and product information.
In total 22,815 x 9kg cartons were labelled.
In total 410,785kg of fruit was labelled and monitored through blockchain
within the trial.

KEY ACTIVITY 6
Achievement of a rapid and accurate label scan by
supply chain participants, including consumers
Test scans were undertaken by pilot partners within Australia and
China. Live scan footage was captured within video 2, demonstrating
the scan capture via a smartphone and subsequent display of
product authentication, blockchain journey and product promotions.
Scans within China require an additional first connection step via
WeChat at the initial scan for each user. This small extra connection
creates a short additional delay. Subsequent scans by the same user
do not require repetition of this step. Continued development, where
possible, to enhance user experience within the limits of export market
software applications is recommended.
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KEY ACTIVITY 7
Assessment of scanning engagement levels
253 scans occurred in wholesale and retail locations across more than
50 districts in China, within a 2 month period from August to October.
172 scans were within retail stores (1kg prepack meshbags) and 81 were
within wholesale locations (9kg cartons).
Achieving widely distributed scans by consumers in retail stores and
personnel in wholesale markets was a successful proof of concept
for the pilot.
The pilot did not include funding for a marketing campaign and
therefore consumer and wholesale market personnel awareness
regarding the scans was limited to the immediate time of their
interaction with the product within a retail store or wholesale facility.
Product was displayed in the standard manner, with labels visible or
hidden depending on product placement, and with standard shelf
signage only.

Scan activity in retail and wholesale locations
12
10
8

Count.

6
4
2
0

• Tuesday Sep 1, 2020

• Thursday Oct 1, 2020

Higher scan rates in future would be beneficial and would be supported
by funding a targeted marketing campaign, including activities to
highlight the traceability features and scanning opportunities of the
product. Marketing activities would require early formal engagement
of a marketing provider and formal agreement of supply chain partners.
Activities could include in-store and online signage and dedicated
displays, promotions and social media campaigns.
Marketing campaigns can deliver multiple benefits beyond higher scan
rates; enhanced consumer engagement and wholesale personnel
awareness can improve sales, brand value and brand protection.
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KEY ACTIVITY 8
Participation in a communication program
A communications program was jointly undertaken by Agriculture
Victoria and Citrus Australia with contributions also made by the citrus
pilot participants.
The aim of the program was to raise awareness of the pilot and increase
understanding of the benefits of enhanced traceability systems for
market access and the export process. As traceability is a developing
capability across horticulture industries, the citrus pilot was presented
as a case study that could offer learnings to other industries considering
further traceability system implementation.
Audiences
The audiences were:
• Horticulture industry bodies
• Growers
• Packing houses
• Transport and logistic companies
• International food supply chain organisations
• Australian and state and territory governments
• The Victorian Minister for Agriculture
Communication achievements
• Citrus Australia Market Outlook Forum announcement and
presentation to 230 attendees
• Presentation to more than 50 people at the National GS1 Traceability
Advisory Group meeting
• Agriculture Victoria Ministerial media releases – start and end of trial
• Citrus Australia media releases – start and end of trial
• Media articles relating to the trial were published in over 20
horticulture (including Australian Citrus News magazine with a
readership of 1500 people) and technology publications within
Australia and internationally
• Case study in the 2019-20 Food and Fibre Export Report
• LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook and Instagram engagement
• Citrus Australia newsletters distributed to 1000 growers
and industry members
• Horticulture Industry Network presentation
• Two videos with over 4000 views on various channels
• Video 1:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HxEI7 7JTjM&feature=youtu.be
• Video 2:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HxEI7 7JTjM&feature=youtu.be
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Communication assessment
The communication and engagement component of the pilot was
successful with a wide range of audiences. The promotion of the
pilot would have been further enhanced by an in-market promotion
campaign informing international consumers about the pilot and
the benefits.
Further engagement will continue including with the Australian
government to promote the success of the pilot and encourage
others to consider improving traceability in their businesses.

KEY ACTIVITY 9
Cost Benefit Analysis
Cost Benefit Analysis: Financial Analysis
Commercial Benefits to Packing House Operators
Cost Benefit Analyses for traceability systems are rarely available
due to the recent development of the technology systems and the
complexity of supply chains.
Our aim is to provide a starting point which can be used or expanded
by other businesses. The static set of figures presented here has several
limitations. We aim to make a future calculator available so that figures
can be adjusted and elaborated for a variety of supply chains
and technologies.
For simplicity, in this pilot, a Financial Cost Benefit Analysis was
performed from the perspective of a single business within the citrus
supply chain, the packing house, and a single variety of fruit.
The packing house was chosen because it is a “hub” business; it services
140 growers and arranges sales and export of fruit to 30 countries.
Also, technologies such as labels and data loggers are often applied
at the packing house. However, traceability technologies may be applied
at any point in the supply chain, particularly blockchain which acts as
an “information ledger” linking data from all businesses.
Three basic data sets were considered:
1.

Fruit data

2. Potential supply chain problems and the potential value lost
-

It’s important to note that these were estimates.
No real data was available.

3. Cost of traceability system
From these data sets, Return on Investment was calculated and
Monte Carlo analyses performed.
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Scenario
Cost Benefit Analysis
for Packing House

"No
problems"
benchmark

Problems,
no
traceability
system

Service Provider:

With smart
fingerprint
labelling

With
blockchain

With
data loggers

Laava

Trust
Provenance

Tive

With all
three
systems

Baseline Fruit Data
Profit per meshbag of fruit

$0.20

$0.20

$0.20

$0.20

$0.20

$0.20

Meshbags per year in the
absence of problems listed
below

630000

630000

630000

630000

630000

630000

Value lost due to business
lost to food fraud
competitors

0%

25%

2.5%

15.0%

25.0%

1.7%

Of what is left… Value lost to
perished goods that were
not already lost to food
fraud

0%

23%

23.0%

15.2%

11.5%

9.2%

Of what is left again… Value
lost to late delivery not
arising from perished goods
or food fraud

0%

10%

10.0%

6.6%

5.0%

4.0%

Potential Problems
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Scenario
Cost Benefit Analysis
for Packing House

"No
problems"
benchmark

Problems,
no
traceability
system

Service Provider:

A

B

Profit in scenario excl
cost of traceability
system

With smart
fingerprint
labelling

With
blockchain

With
data loggers

Laava

Trust
Provenance

Tive

With all
three
systems

$126,000

$65,489

$85,135

$84,847

$79,451

$108,019

Initial set up fee to
service provider

-

-

5000

30000

0

Initial set up fee amortised
over 5 years (ignoring tax
benefit)

-

-

1000

6000

0

Ongoing charge per bag

-

-

0.01

0.01

0.007

Annual cost from
per bag charges

-

-

6300

6300

4500

17100

Ongoing annual fee

-

-

2500

0

0

2500

Cost of traceability
system during year

0

0

9800

12300

4500

26600

$126,000*

$65,489

$75,335

$72,547

$74,951

$81,419

7000

Analysis

C=A-B

Profit after cost of
traceability system

D=X-C

Lost profit in this scenario
compared to "no problems"
benchmark

n/a

$60,512**

$50,665

$53,453

$51,049

$44,581

E=Y-D

Improved profit compared
no traceability system

n/a

n/a

$9,847

$7,058

$9,462

$15,931

R=E/B

ROI

-

-

100%

57%

210%

60%

Likelihood ROI is >0%

-

-

95.8%

39.2%

50.6%

67.9%

Likelihood ROI is <0%

-

-

4.2%

60.8%

49.4%

32.1%

Monte Carlo Analysis

* Figure X
** Figure Y

Monte Carlo Simulation Inputs & Outputs – see Appendix 1 & 2
Costs of Traceability System notes – see Appendix 3
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Distribution Comparison – ROI

• X (horizontal) axis = Percentage Return on Investment
• Y (vertical) axis = Cumulative Likelihood of Occurrence
As can be seen from the table and graph, there is variability in return
on investment across the three technologies. Several considerations
are important when viewing this data:
1. Blockchain
Blockchain has unique value because it can be connected to all
businesses in the supply chain and deliver multiple benefits for all. It
acts as an “information ledger” that securely receives and shares data
in a controlled manner with all businesses up and downstream. It can
be linked to all other traceability technologies, including Laava labelling
and data loggers.
In this analysis, from the perspective of the packing house, the likelihood
that ROI is >0% is 39.2% and the likelihood that ROI is <0% is 60.8%.
However, to analyse the value of blockchain from the perspective of one
business only, and for only one variety of fruit, is to potentially under
value it. Its full value would be best demonstrated when analysing the
return on investment for the supply chain as a whole.
Industry leaders need to foster a collaborative approach if they are
considering blockchain implementation across their supply chains.
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2. Potential supply chain problems and the potential value lost
Three potential supply chain problems were included within this analysis.
It’s important to note that the potential value lost due to each potential
supply chain problem was an estimate. No real data was available.
The following assumptions were made:
• Food fraud losses would be counteracted by Laava labelling
and blockchain.
• Perished food losses would be counteracted by blockchain
and data loggers.
• Food delivery delays would be counteracted by blockchain
and data loggers.
3. Increased brand value
It is possible that brand value could be increased through several
mechanisms:
• g
 reater consumer interaction with the product and enhanced
consumer confidence, knowledge and loyalty to the brand.
• better quality management of the fruit leading to improved customer
experiences.
In turn, these could lead to increased unit value and / or market
expansion through greater volume of sales. In these instances, the profit
per unit of fruit and /or numbers of units sold per year would increase,
thereby increasing the return on investment.
4. Other supply chain benefits beyond the scope of this analysis
It’s important to remember that implementing supply chain traceability
may have other potential benefits beyond the scope of this analysis,
for example:
• Food Safety and Recalls: Improved traceability may reduce food
recalls or facilitate a more targeted and faster recall process.
• Biosecurity Protocols: Improved traceability may facilitate compliance
with biosecurity protocols of importing countries.
• Sustainability Values: Improved traceability may support sustainability
values such as reporting on environmental impact or worker welfare.
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ACHIEVEMENTS, BENEFITS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT
Achievements
In total, over 400,000kg of fruit was Laava labelled and monitored
through Trust Provenance blockchain within the trial. The achievements
of the pilot were impressive and innovative, particularly for a limited
budget project of short duration. They included:
• Blockchain integration with the grower, packing house and
data tracker businesses
• Smart fingerprint labelling of 205,450 x 1kg prepack meshbags
and 22,815 x 9kg cartons
• Blockchain and smart fingerprint labelling integration
• 253 scans in wholesale and retail locations across more than
50 districts in China
• Communications in a wide range of media to horticulture
industry, government and technology stakeholders

Benefits
The potential benefits of traceability from the pilot were wide-ranging
and included
Increased brand protection
Protecting the fruit against food fraud dissuades others from
profiteering from the brand and therefore safeguards against loss of
market share and against potential food fraud claims in the long term.
Food substitution with poorer quality fruit can be a common problem,
particularly in export wholesale markets, using cartons belonging to
the brand or duplicated cartons. Food substitution can lead to a poor
consumer tasting experience and erosion of brand loyalty as well
as potential issues with food safety. Smart fingerprint labelling and
blockchain integration can remotely reinstate control for the brand
owner; brand owners can be alerted to food fraud activity, and equally,
personnel in wholesale markets can instantly identify if their product
is genuine.
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Increased brand value
Brand value was enhanced in several ways; in addition to the benefits
in wholesale markets, the smart fingerprint labelling enabled direct
interaction with the consumer. Through scanning the label on their
smartphone in a retail store, the consumer can authenticate the product
instantly, understand more about the features and origins of the fruit
and interact with marketing promotions. This strengthened customer
experience can increase the consumer’s confidence, knowledge and
loyalty to the brand.
Improved quality management
Quality management was improved by using trackers within shipping
containers enabling monitoring of temperature and location of the
fruit. Each shipping container is of high value, holding 21,000 meshbag
prepacks. The most challenging time to control their temperature
is after arrival and unloading in the docks of the destination export
country. Closer monitoring enables proactive prevention of loss; if the
temperature rises or there are distribution delays, corrective action
can be initiated. Insurance claims due to ‘fear of loss’ or actual loss
can be reduced.
Better crisis management
Increasing visibility and control of the supply chain through smart
fingerprint labelling, blockchain and tracker technologies has the
potential to reduce food wastage, enhance food safety assurance,
facilitate compliance with biosecurity protocols, reduce food recalls
and improve the speed and integrity of product recalls should they
occur. The benefits of improved recall management go beyond a
single brand alone – they can impact the reputation and profitability
of all Australian food producers.
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Recommendations for Future Development
To build upon the achievements of the pilot and to increase long term
traceability success for the citrus supply chain, recommendations for
future development include:
Increased automation
To facilitate seamless transfer of data with increased accuracy
and reduced manual input, full API integration with blockchain is
recommended for businesses within the supply chain. API integration
facilitates the ease of data transfer, allows data sharing in real time
and releases personnel from data entry tasks, increasing the
sustainability of traceability processes in the long term.
Increased automation could also be achieved specifically at the
point of label sticker application through label integration with food
processing line computer software.
Enhanced supply chain data visibility for growers
In the same way that consumers want more information about where
their food has come from, growers want more information about
where their food is going. Blockchain dashboard access for growers is
recommended so they can gain food supply insights beyond the farm
gate. Growers are heavily invested in the production of new varieties
and high quality fruit and have a strong interest in the unique supply
chain visibility enabled by blockchain and smart fingerprint labelling.
Growers offer great potential for supply chain traceability engagement.
Traceability marketing campaign
To increase consumer awareness of the superior traceability features
of a brand, targeted consumer marketing activities within the relevant
export market are recommended. Marketing can increase consumer
awareness of product feature differentiation, build brand recognition
and consumer confidence, enhance label scan rates, increase sales
and promote customer loyalty and product recommendation.
Once traceability systems for a brand have been put in place,
marketing enables consumers to hear about them and to choose
that brand over others on the supermarket shelf.
Similarly, traceability awareness campaigns for wholesale markets
could be considered to promote business to business sales of a
brand and dissuade food fraud activities.
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CONCLUSION
Through the Citrus Traceability Pilot, Agriculture Victoria and Citrus
Australia have achieved innovative traceability solutions for the
citrus industry and generated this report to showcase traceability
opportunities to all Australian horticulture industries. There are many
traceability technologies available and it’s vital that industries and
government work together to implement systems relevant to the
needs of their supply chains. By enhancing their traceability,
Australian agriculture industries can protect and build the value,
integrity and reputation of their brands and remain competitive in
international markets.
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Appendix 1
Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) Inputs

No traceability
system

Labelling

Blockchain

Data logging

All 3 in
combination

Minimum

22.5

2.0

5.0

22.5

1.05

Mode

25.0

2.5

15.0

25.0

1.65

Maximum

31.5

3.0

22.5

31.5

1.90

Minimum

20.0

20.0

7.5

10.0

5.0

Mode

23.0

23.0

15.2

11.5

9.2

Maximum

30.0

25.0

23.0

12.5

11.5

Minimum

7.5

7.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

Mode

10.0

10.0

6.6

5.0

4.0

Maximum

15.0

12.5

12.5

7.5

6.0

Minimum

0

5,000

30,000

0

35,000

Mode

0

5,000

30,000

0

35,000

Maximum

0

5,000

30,000

0

35,000

0

1,000

6,000

0

7,000

0

0.0100

0.010

0.007

0.027

0

2,500

6,300

4,500

17,100

MCS Input
Food fraud – loss (%)

Food perishability – loss (%)

Late delivery – loss (%)

Initial set up fee ($)

Annual set up fee
amortization, 5 yr. ($)
Mode
Ongoing charge per bag ($)
Mode
Ongoing annual fee ($)
Mode

Note: profit per mesh bag, max. = $0.20; volume traded during pilot year =630,000 mesh
bags; mode = as per initial value estimates; minimum & maximum = set through
trial-and-error to determine the range of acceptable values by the defined MCS
probability distribution.
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Appendix 2
Monte Carlo Simulation MCS Outputs

MCS Input

No traceability
system

Labelling

Blockchain

Data logging

All 3 in
combination

ROI (%)
Minimum

-

-60.09

-213.18

-268.33

-26.388

Mode

-

67.37

-29.62

1.44

1.708

Maximum

-

289.91

210.66

243.64

61.300

90% CI

-

3.11
-166.94

-106.37
– 80.18

-108.31
– 105.80

-11.845
– 27.041

Likelihood ROI is >0%

-

95.8%

39.2%

50.6%

67.9%

Appendix 3
Costs of Traceability System
Please note that the fees associated with the implementation and ongoing provision of
traceability systems vary according to the levels of service provided and volumes of
product to which the technology is applied. For details of pricing structures, contact
individual providers directly.
[1] Tive Tracker. For this example, the cost of a tracker, which serves one container, is $150,
which includes the cost of the device, subscription and data. Cost for devices, data and
subscription are priced according to each customer use case.
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